
Market Name

Sport 

Name Description (english)

Correct Score Soccer

Predict the actual scoreline at the end of regular 

time.  Own goals count. 

1:0 Soccer Home will win 1-0

2:0 Soccer Home will win 2-0

2:1 Soccer Home will win 2-1

3:0 Soccer Home will win 3-0

3:1 Soccer Home will win 3-1

3:2 Soccer Home will win 3-2

4:0 Soccer Home will win 4-0

4:1 Soccer Home will win 4-1

4:2 Soccer Home will win 4-2

4:3 Soccer Home will win 4-3

0:1 Soccer Away will win 0-1

0:2 Soccer Away will win 0-2

1:2 Soccer Away will win 1-2

0:3 Soccer Away will win 0-3

1:3 Soccer Away will win 1-3

2:3 Soccer Away will win 2-3

0:4 Soccer Away will win 0-4

1:4 Soccer Away will win 1-4

2:4 Soccer Away will win 2-4

3:4 Soccer Away will win 3-4

0:0 Soccer Draw 0-0

1:1 Soccer Draw 1-1

2:2 Soccer Draw 2-2

3:3 Soccer Draw 3-3

4:4 Soccer Draw 4-4

Other Soccer At least one team will score 5 goals or more.

1X2 Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the match, either 

the win of the home team (1), a draw (X) or the 

win of the away team (2). 

1 Soccer Win of the home team.

x Soccer Draw.

2 Soccer Win of the away team.

Winner Soccer Predict the winner of the given tournament.

First Team Goal Soccer Predict a team to score the first goal in a match.

1 Soccer Home team will score the first goal.



none Soccer The match score will be 0:0.

2 Soccer Away team will score the first goal.

1st Half - 1X2 Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the 1st half of the 

match, either the win of the home team (1), a 

draw (X) or the win of the away team (2). 

1 HT Soccer 1st half: home win

X HT Soccer 1st half: draw

2 HT Soccer 1st half: away win 

Both Teams to Score Soccer

Predict whether or not both teams will score at 

least one goal in a match. Own goals count.

GG Soccer Both teams will score.

NG Soccer At least one tim won't score.

HT/FT Soccer

Predict the outcome of the first half and the final 

outcome of the match. A halftime/fulltime bet is 

considered a winning only if both predictions of 

the halftime and fulltime are correct.

HF 1/1 Soccer Home team wins Half Time and Full Time.

HF 1/X Soccer Home team wins Half Time, Draw on Full Time.

HF 1/2 Soccer

Home team wins Half Time and Away team wins 

Full Time

HF X/1 Soccer Draw on Half Time, Home team wins Full Time

HF X/X Soccer Draw on Half Time and Draw on Full Time

HF X/2 Soccer Draw on Half Time, Away team wins Full Time

HF 2/1 Soccer

Away team wins Half Time and Home team wins 

Full Time

HF 2/X Soccer Away team wins Half Time, Draw on Full Time

HF 2/2 Soccer Away team wins Half Time and Full Time

Odd/Even Goals Soccer

Select whether the total number of goals scored 

in a match will be odd or even. Any match 

resulting in 0-0 will be settled on an even 

number of goals.

Odd Soccer The total number of goals scored will be odd.

Even Soccer The total number of goals scored will be even.

Double chance Soccer

Predict the combination of 2 possible outcomes 

of a match from 3 possible permutations: home 

or draw | away or draw | home or away.

1X Soccer Home wins or Draw

12 Soccer Home or Away wins

X2 Soccer Away wins or Draw



Draw No Bet Soccer

Predict which team will win a match. Bets placed 

on this market will be void if the match ends in 

a draw.

1 DNB Soccer

Home team will win. Bets will be void in case that 

match ends in a draw.

2 DNB Soccer

Away team will win. Bets will be void in case that 

match ends in a draw.

Goals Home Team Soccer

Predict the total number of goals scored by 

Home team.

0 Soccer Home will not score goal.

1 Soccer Home will score 1 goal.

2 Soccer Home will score 2 goals.

3+ Soccer Home will score 3 or more goals.

Goals Away Team Soccer

Predict the total number of goals scored by Away 

team.

0 Soccer Away will not score goal.

1 Soccer Away will score 1 goal.

2 Soccer Away will score 2 goals.

3+ Soccer Away will score 3 or more goals.

Asian Handicap (H.{SPREAD}) Soccer

Predict the outcome of a match after the 

handicap spread has been applied to home team 

by adding (or subtracting if the value is negative) 

the number of goals in brackets after the match 

ends. Considering that value in brackets is always 

applied to goals scored by home team, negative 

value marks advantage of away team, while 

positive value  marks advantage of home team. 

In the case of a whole goal handicap (value in 

brackets ends with ''.00''),  if the result is level 

after the handicap is taken into consideration, 

then all bets are void and stake refunded. By 

placing bet on value in brackets that represents 

quarter of one or more goals (value in brackets 

ends with ''.25'' or ''.75''), the bet can be half 

won (half of the stake multiplied by the odds is 

won) or half lost (half of the stake will be 

refunded).

1H (-0,25) Soccer

If home wins, bet is won. If the match draws, the 

bet is half-lost. If away wins, the bet is lost.

2H (-0,25) Soccer

If home wins, bet is lost. If the match draws, the 

bet is half-won. If away wins, the bet is won.

1H (-0,5) Soccer

If home wins, bet is won. If the match draws or 

away wins, the bet is lost.

2H (-0,5) Soccer

If home wins, bet is lost. If the match draws or 

away wins, the bet is won.



1H (-0,75) Soccer

If home wins by 2 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by only  one goal, bet is half won. If 

the match draws or away wins, the bet is lost.

2H (-0,75) Soccer

If home wins by 2 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by one goal, bet is half lost. If the 

match draws or away wins, the bet is won.

1H (-1) Soccer

If home wins by 2 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by one goal, stake is returned. If the 

match draws or away wins, the bet is lost.

2H (-1) Soccer

If home wins by 2 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by one goal, stake is returned. If the 

match draws or away wins, the bet is won.

1H (-1,25) Soccer

If home wins by 2 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by one goal, bet is half-lost. If the 

match draws or away wins, the bet is lost.

2H (-1,25) Soccer

If home wins by 2 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by one goal, bet is half-won. If the 

match draws or away wins, the bet is won.

1H (-1,5) Soccer

If home wins by 2 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by one goal, If the match draws or if 

away wins, the bet is lost.

2H (-1,5) Soccer

If home wins by 2 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by one goal, If the match draws or if 

away wins, the bet is won.

1H (-1,75) Soccer

If home wins by 3 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by 2 goals, bet is half-won If home 

wins by one goal, if the match draws or away 

wins, the bet is lost.

2H (-1,75) Soccer

If home wins by 3 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by 2 goals, bet is half-lost. If home 

wins by one goal, if the match draws or away 

wins, the bet is won.

1H (-2) Soccer

If home wins by 3 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by 2 goals, stake is returned. If home 

wins by one goal, if the match draws or away 

wins, the bet is lost.

2H (-2) Soccer

If home wins by 3 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by 2 goals, stake is returned. If home 

wins by one goal, if the match draws or if away 

wins, bet is won.

1H (-2,25) Soccer

If home wins by 3 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by 2 goals, bet is half-lost. If home 

wins by one goal, if the match draws or if away 

wins, bet is lost.



2H (-2,25) Soccer

If home wins by 3 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by 2 goals, bet is half-won. If home 

wins by one goal, if the match draws or if away 

wins, bet is won.

1H (-2,5) Soccer

If home wins by 3 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by 2 or less goals, if the match draws 

or if away wins, bet is lost.

2H (-2,5) Soccer

If home wins by 3 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by 2 or less goals, if the match draws 

or if away wins, bet is won.

1H (-2,75) Soccer

If home wins by 4 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by 3 goals, bet is half-won. If home 

wins by 2 or less goals, if the match draws or if 

away wins, bet is lost.

2H (-2,75) Soccer

If home wins by 4 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by 3 goals, bet is half-lost. If home 

wins by 2 or less goals, if the match draws or if 

away wins, bet is won.

1H (-3) Soccer

If home wins by 4 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by 3 goals, stake is returned. If home 

wins by 2 or less goals, if the match draws or if 

away wins, bet is lost.

2H (-3) Soccer

If home wins by 4 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by 3 goals, stake is returned. If home 

wins by 2 or less goals, if the match draws or if 

away wins, bet is won.

1H (-3,25) Soccer

If home wins by 4 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by 3 goals, bet is half-lost. If home 

wins by 2 or less goals, if the match draws or if 

away wins, bet is lost.

2H (-3,25) Soccer

If home wins by 4 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by 3 goals, bet is half-won. If home 

wins by 2 or less goals, if the match draws or if 

away wins, bet is won.

1H (-3,5) Soccer

If home wins by 4 or more goals, bet is won. If 

home wins by 3 or less goals, if the match draws 

or if away wins, bet is lost.

2H (-3,5) Soccer

If home wins by 4 or more goals, bet is lost. If 

home wins by 3 or less goals, if the match draws 

or if away wins, bet is won.

1H (0,25) Soccer

If home wins bet is won. If the match draws, the 

bet is half-won. If away wins, bet is lost.

2H (0,25) Soccer

If home wins bet is lost. If the match draws, the 

bet is half-lost. If away wins, bet is won.

1H (0,5) Soccer

If home wins or if the match draws, bet is won. If 

away wins, bet is lost.

2H (0,5) Soccer

If home wins or if the match draws, bet is lost. If 

away wins, bet is won.



1H (0,75) Soccer

If home wins or if the match draws, bet is won. If 

away wins by one goal, bet is half-lost. If away 

wins by two or more goals, bet is lost.

2H (0,75) Soccer

If home wins or if the match draws, bet is lost. If 

away wins by one goal, bet is half-won. If away 

wins by 2 or more goals, bet is won.

1H (1) Soccer

If home wins or if the match draws, bet is won. If 

away wins by one goal, stake is returned. If away 

wins by 2 or more goals, bet is lost.

2H (1) Soccer

If home wins or if the match draws, bet is lost. If 

away wins by one goal, stake is returned. If away 

wins by 2 or more goals, bet is won.

1H (1,25) Soccer

If home wins or if the match draws, bet is won. If 

away wins by one goal, bet is half-won. If away 

wins by 2 or more goals, bet is lost.

2H (1,25) Soccer

If home wins or if the match draws, bet is lost. If 

away wins by one goal, bet is half-lost. If away 

wins by 2 or more goals, bet is won.

1H (1,5) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by one goal, bet is won. If away wins by 2 or 

more goals, bet is lost.

2H (1,5) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by one goal, bet is lost. If away wins by 2 or more 

goals, bet is won.

1H (1,75) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by one goal, bet is won. If away wins by 2 goals, 

bet is half-lost. If away wins by 3 or more goals, 

bet is lost.

2H (1,75) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by one goal, bet is lost. If away wins by 2 goals, 

bet is half-won. If away wins by 3 or more goals, 

bet is won.

1H (2) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by one goal, bet is won. If away wins by 2 goals, 

stake is returned. If away wins by 3 or more 

goals, bet is lost.

2H (2) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by one goal, bet is lost. If away wins by 2 goals, 

stake is returned. If away wins by 3 or more 

goals, bet is won.

1H (2,25) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by one goal, bet is won. If away wins by 2 goals, 

bet is half-won. If away wins by 3 or more goals, 

bet is lost.



2H (2,25) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by one goal, bet is lost. If away wins by 2 goals, 

bet is half-lost. If away wins by 3 or more goals, 

bet is won.

1H (2,5) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by 2 or less goals, bet is won. If away wins by 3 or 

more goals, bet is lost.

2H (2,5) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by 2 or less goals, bet is lost. If away wins by 3 or 

more goals, bet is won.

1H (2,75) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by 2 or less goals, bet is won. If away wins by 3 or 

more goals, bet is half-lost. If away wins by 4 or 

more goals, bet is lost.

2H (2,75) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by 2 or less goals, bet is lost. If away wins by 3 or 

more goals, bet is half-won. If away wins by 4 or 

more goals, bet is won.

1H (3) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by 2 or less goals, bet is won. If away wins by 3 or 

more goals,stake is returned. If away wins by 4 or 

more goals, bet is lost.

2H (3) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by 2 or less goals, bet is lost. If away wins by 3 or 

more goals,stake is returned. If away wins by 4 or 

more goals, bet is won.

1H (3,25) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by 2 or less goals, bet is won. If away wins by 3 or 

more goals, stake is half-won. If away wins by 4 

or more goals, bet is lost.

2H (3,25) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by 2 or less goals, bet is lost. If away wins by 3 or 

more goals, stake is half-lost. If away wins by 4 or 

more goals, bet is won.

1H (3,5) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by 3 or less goals, bet is won. If away wins by 4 or 

more goals, bet is lost.

2H (3,5) Soccer

If home wins, if the match draws or if away wins 

by 3 or less goals, bet is lost. If away wins by 4 or 

more goals, bet is won.

HT Handicap (H.{SPREAD}) Soccer

Handicap is an advantage or a disadvantage of 

the home team which is expressed in goals. 

Predict  the outcome of 1st half after the 

handicap has been applied to the home team. 

The bet is settled on the outcome of the event 

after adjusting for the handicap -  handicap 

spread is added (or subtracted if the value is 

negative) to the actual number of goals scored 

by home team during the 1st half of a match. 



HT 1 (-1) Soccer 1st half: Home team wins by 2 or more goals.

HT X (-1) Soccer 1st half: Home team wins by one goal.

HT 2 (-1) Soccer

1st half: Away team wins or match ends in a 

draw.

HT 1 (-2) Soccer 1st half: Home team wins by 3 or more goals.

HT X (-2) Soccer 1st half: Home team wins by 2 goals.

HT 2 (-2) Soccer

1st half: Away team wins or match ends in a 

draw, or home team wins by one goal.

HT 1 (-3) Soccer 1st half: Home team wins by 4 or more goals.

HT X (-3) Soccer 1st half: Home team wins by 3 goals.

HT 2 (-3) Soccer

1st half: Away team wins or match ends in a 

draw, or home team wins by one or 2 goals.

HT 1 (1) Soccer

1st half: Home teams win or match ends in a 

draw.

HT X (1) Soccer 1st half: Away team wins by one goal.

HT 2 (1) Soccer 1st half: Home team wins by 2 or more goals.

HT 1 (2) Soccer

1st half: Home team wins, or match end in a 

draw, or away wins by one goal.

HT X (2) Soccer 1st half: Away team wins by 2 goals.

HT 2 (2) Soccer 1st half: Away team wins by 3 or more goals.

HT 1 (3) Soccer

1st half: Home team wins or match ends in a 

draw, or away team wins by one or 2 goals.

HT X (3) Soccer 1st half: Away team wins by 3 goals.

HT 2 (3) Soccer 1st half: Away team wins by 4 or more goals.

Handicap Soccer

Handicap is an advantage or a disadvantage of a 

home team which is expressed in goals. Predict  

the outcome of a match after the handicap has 

been applied to home team. The bet is settled on 

the outcome of the event after adjusting for the 

handicap -  handicap spread is added (or 

subtracted if the value is negative) to the actual 

number of goals scored by home team during the 

match. 

1 (-1) Soccer Home team wins by 2 or more goals.

X (-1) Soccer Home team wins by one goal.

2 (-1) Soccer Away team wins or match ends in a draw.

1 (-2) Soccer Home team wins by 3 or more goals.

X (-2) Soccer Home team wins by 2 goals.

2 (-2) Soccer

Away team wins or match ends in a draw, or 

home team wins by one goal.

1 (-3) Soccer Home team wins by 4 or more goals.

X (-3) Soccer Home team wins by 3 goals.



2 (-3) Soccer

Away team wins or match ends in a draw, or 

home team wins by one or 2 goals.

1 (1) Soccer Home teams win or match ends in a draw.

X (1) Soccer Away team wins by one goal.

2 (1) Soccer Away team wins by 2 or more goals.

1 (2) Soccer

Home team wins, or match end in a draw, or 

away wins by one goal.

X (2) Soccer Away team wins by 2 goals.

2 (2) Soccer Away team wins by 3 or more goals.

1 (3) Soccer

Home team wins or match ends in a draw, or 

away team wins by one or 2 goals.

X (3) Soccer Away team wins by 3 goals.

2 (3) Soccer Away team wins by 4 or more goals.

Under/Over Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored in a 

match will be under/over the value specified.

Ov. 0,5 Soccer 1 or more goals

Un. 0,5 Soccer No goals

Ov. 1,5 Soccer 2 or more goals

Un. 1,5 Soccer 1 or less goals

Ov. 3,5 Soccer 4 or more goals

Un. 3,5 Soccer 3 or less goals

Ov. 4,5 Soccer 5 or more goals

Un. 4,5 Soccer 4 or less goals

Ov. 5,5 Soccer 6 or more goals

Un. 5,5 Soccer 5 or less goals

Under/Over Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored in a 

match will be under/over 2,5.

Ov. 2,5 Soccer 3 or more goals

Un. 2,5 Soccer 2 or less goals

1st Half - Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored in 

first half of a match will be under/over the value 

specified.

Ov. 0,5 1H Soccer 1st half: 1 or more goals

Un. 0,5 1H Soccer 1st half: No goals

Ov. 1,5 1H Soccer 1st half: 2 or more goals

Un. 1,5 1H Soccer 1st half: 1 or less goals

Ov. 2,5 1H Soccer 1st half: 3 or more goals

Un. 2,5 1H Soccer 1st half: 2 or less goals

Ov. 3,5  1H Soccer 1st half: 4 or more goals

Un. 3,5 1H Soccer 1st half: 3 or less goals

Winning Margins Soccer

Predict the margin of goals by which a 

nominated team will win a match.

Draw Soccer The match ends in a draw.

HT > 2 Soccer Home Team wins the match by 3 or more goals.

HT 2 Soccer Home Team wins the match by exactly 2 goals.

HT 1 Soccer Home Team wins the match by exactly 1 goal.



AT 1 Soccer Away Team wins the match by exactly 1 goal.

AT 2 Soccer Away Team wins the match by exactly 2 goals.

AT >2 Soccer Away Team wins the match by 3 or more goals.

First Booked HT Soccer

Predict which out of the two teams will receive 

the first booking in the 1st half of the match.

Home Soccer

1st half: Home team will receive first booking of 

the match.

Away Soccer

1st half: Away team will receive first booking of 

the match.

None Soccer 1st half: No cards shown.

Match Bookings HT Soccer

Predict whether the total number of given 

Bookings in the 1st half  will be 'Over' or 'Under' 

the speciified value.

Corner - Under/Over HT Soccer

Predict the number of corners awarded in 1st 

half of a match.

HT Over Soccer

1st half: Number of corners awarded will be over 

the margin specified.

HT Under Soccer

1st half: Number of corners awarded will be 

under the margin specified.

Away To Score in Both Halves? Soccer

Predict whether away team will score at least 

one goal in both halves of a match.

Yes Soccer Away will score in both halves.

No Soccer Away won't score in both halves.

Home To Score in Both Halves? Soccer

Predict whether home team will score at least 

one goal in both halves of a match.

Yes Soccer Home will score in both halves.

No Soccer Home won't score in both halves.

Away To Win Either Halves? Soccer

Predict whether away team will win either half of 

a match.

Yes Soccer Away will win at least one half.

No Soccer Away won't win either half of a match.

Home To Win Either Halves? Soccer

Predict whether home team will win either half 

of a match.

Yes Soccer Home will win at least one half.

No Soccer Home won't win either half of a match.

Home To Score Soccer

Predict whether the Home team will score at 

least one goal during the match.

Away To Score Soccer

Predict whether the Away team will score at 

least one goal during the match.

First Corner Soccer

Predict which team will be awarded the first 

corner in a match.

1 Soccer

Home will be awarded the first corner in a 

match.

2 Soccer Away will be awarded the first corner in a match.

None Soccer There will be corners in a match.



First Goal Interval 15 min Soccer

Predict whether the first goal will be scored in 

the first fifteen minutes of the game.

First Booked Soccer

Predict which out of the two teams will receive 

the first booking of the match.

Home Soccer

 Home team will receive first booking of the 

match.

Away Soccer

Away team will receive first booking of the 

match.

None Soccer No cards shown in the match.

First 10 Mins - 1X2 Soccer

Predict the outcome within first 10 minutes of a 

match, either the win of the home team (1), a 

draw (X) or the win of the away team (2). 

1 (10 min) Soccer

10 min: Win of the home team, for period 0:00 - 

9:59 minute of the match.

X (10 min) Soccer

10 min: Draw, for period 0:00-9:59 minute of the 

match.

2 (10 min) Soccer

10 min: Win of the away team, for period 0:00-

9:59 minute of the match.

Highest Scoring Half Soccer

Predict the half of a match in which the most 

goals  will be scored.

1st Soccer Most goals will be scored in 1st half.

2nd Soccer Most goals will be scored in 2nd half.

Equal Soccer

Equal number of goals will be scored in both 

halves.

Highest Scoring Half Away Team Soccer

Predict the half of a match in which Away team 

will score the most goals.

1st Soccer Away will score the most goals in 1st half.

2nd Soccer Away will score the most goals in 2nd half.

Equal Soccer

Away will score equal number of goals in both 

halves.

Highest Scoring Half Home Team Soccer

Predict the half of a match in which Home team 

will score the most goals.

1st Soccer Home will score the most goals in 1st half.

2nd Soccer Home will score the most goals in 2nd half.

Equal Soccer

Home will score equal number of goals in both 

halves.

Last Team Goal Soccer

Predict a team to score the last goal of the 

match.

1 Soccer Home will score last goal of the match.

2 Soccer Away will score the last goal of the match.

None Soccer No goals scored in a match.

Card Bookings Soccer

Predict whether the total number of Bookings in 

a match will be 'Over' or 'Under' the indicated 

line.

Matchflow Soccer

This is a prediction on both First to Score and 

Final Result (home win, away win or draw) of the 

match. Both should be correct for a bet to win.



FG Home / 1 Soccer Home team will  score first and win the match.

FG Home / X Soccer

Home team will score first and match ends in a 

draw.

FG Home / 2 Soccer

Home team will score first and Away team will 

win the match.

FG Away / 1 Soccer

Away team will score first and Home team will 

win the match.

FG Away / X Soccer

Away team will score first and match ends in a 

draw.

FG Away / 2 Soccer Away team will score first and win the match.

No Goal Soccer No goals scored in a match.

Penalty shootout Soccer

Predict Yes or No, as to whether a specific match 

will progress to a Penalty Shootout.

Red Card FT&ET Soccer

Predict whether or not a red card will be shown 

in a match, including Extra time.

Yes Soccer

Red card will be shown in a match, including 

extra time.

No Soccer

Red card won't be shown in a match, including 

extra time.

Corner - U/O FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the total number of corners 

taken will be Over or Under the indicated corner 

line in regular time play, including injury time 

and extra time.

Over Soccer Total number of corners taken will be over..

Under Soccer Total number of corners taken will be under..

Total Bookings FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the total number of Bookings in 

a match will be 'Over' or 'Under' the indicated 

line. Bookings awarded during extra time also 

count.

To qualify Soccer Selected team will qualify to the next round.

Home Soccer Home will qualify to the next round.

Away Soccer Away will qualify to the next round.

Home No Bet Soccer

Predict the final outcome of a match. Bets placed 

on this market will be void if Home team wins 

the match.

X HNB Soccer

Match ends in a draw. Bets will be void in case 

that Home wins the match.

2 HNB Soccer

Away team will win. Bets will be void in case that 

Home wins the match.

Away No Bet Soccer

Predict the final outcome of a match. Bets placed 

on this market will be void if Away team wins the 

match.

1 ANB Soccer

Home team will win. Bets will be void in case that 

Away wins the match.



X ANB Soccer

Match ends in a draw. Bets will be void in case 

that Away wins the match.

Penalty Taken FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether a penalty is awarded, irrelevant 

of the outcome,within the regular play time and 

extra time. 

HT/FT Correct Score Soccer

 You have to forecast the first half result and the 

final result at the end of the match (90' + extra 

time, if any) among the ones proposed in the list. 

The second result relates to the end of the 

match.

0-0/0-0 Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

0:0.

0-0/1-0 Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

1:0.

0-0/0-1 Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

0:1.

0-0/2-0 Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

2:0.

0-0/1-1 Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

1:1.

0-0/0-2 Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

0:2.

0-0/3-0 Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

3:0.

0-0/2-1 Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

2:1.

0-0/1-2 Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

1:2.

0-0/0-3 Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

0:3.

0-0/4+ Soccer

The first half will end 0:0 and the match will end 

with 4 or more goals.

1-0/1-0 Soccer

The first half will end 1:0 and the match will end 

1:0.

1-0/2-0 Soccer

The first half will end 1:0 and the match will end 

2:0.

1-0/1-1 Soccer

The first half will end 1:0 and the match will end 

1:1.

1-0/3-0 Soccer

The first half will end 1:0 and the match will end 

3:0.

1-0/2-1 Soccer

The first half will end 1:0 and the match will end 

2:1.

1-0/1-2 Soccer

The first half will end 1:0 and the match will end 

1:2.

1-0/4+ Soccer

The first half will end 1:0 and the match will end 

with 4 or more goals.

0-1/0-1 Soccer

The first half will end 0:1 and the match will end 

0:1.

0-1/1-1 Soccer

The first half will end 0:1 and the match will end 

1:1.



0-1/0-2 Soccer

The first half will end 0:1 and the match will end 

0:2.

0-1/2-1 Soccer

The first half will end 0:1 and the match will end 

2:1.

0-1/1-2 Soccer

The first half will end 0:1 and the match will end 

1:2.

0-1/0-3 Soccer

The first half will end 0:1 and the match will end 

0:3.

0-1/4+ Soccer

The first half will end 0:1 and the match will end 

with 4 or more goals.

2-0/2-0 Soccer

The first half will end 2:0 and the match will end 

2:0.

2-0/3-0 Soccer

The first half will end 2:0 and the match will end 

3:0.

2-0/2-1 Soccer

The first half will end 2:0 and the match will end 

2:1.

2-0/4+ Soccer

The first half will end 2:0 and the match will end 

with 4 or more goals.

1-1/1-1 Soccer

The first half will end 1:1 and the match will end 

1:1.

1-1/2-1 Soccer

The first half will end 1:1 and the match will end 

2:1.

1-1/1-2 Soccer

The first half will end 1:1 and the match will end 

1:2.

1-1/4+ Soccer

The first half will end 1:1 and the match will end 

with 4 or more goals.

0-2/0-2 Soccer

The first half will end 0:2 and the match will end 

0:2.

0-2/1-2 Soccer

The first half will end 0:2 and the match will end 

1:2.

0-2/0-3 Soccer

The first half will end 0:2 and the match will end 

0:3.

0-2/4+ Soccer

The first half will end 0:2 and the match will end 

with 4 or more goals.

3-0/3-0 Soccer

 The first half will end 3:0 and the match will end 

3:0.

3-0/4+ Soccer

The first half will end 3:0 and the match will end 

with 4 or more goals.

2-1/2-1 Soccer

The first half will end 2:1 and the match will end 

2:1.

2-1/4+ Soccer

The first half will end 2:1 and the match will end 

with 4 or more goals.

1-2/1-2 Soccer

The first half will end 1:2 and the match will end 

1:2.

1-2/4+ Soccer

The first half will end 1:2 and the match will end 

with 4 or more goals.

0-3/0-3 Soccer

The first half will end 0:3 and the match will end 

0:3.

0-3/4+ Soccer

The first half will end 0:3 and the match will end 

with 4 or more goals.



4+/4+ Soccer The first half will end 4 or more goals.

1X2 & Both Teams To Score Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the match and if 

both teams will score/not score at least 1 goal.

1 & GG Soccer Home wins and both teams score.

1 & NG Soccer Home wins and only one team scores.

X & GG Soccer Draw & both teams score.

X & NG Soccer Draw & neither team scores.

2 & GG Soccer Away wins & both teams score.

2 & NG Soccer Away wins & only 1 team scores.

GG/NG & O/U (2,5) Soccer

Predict whether or not both teams will score in a 

match and if at least 3 goals will be scored or 

not.

GG + Over Soccer

Both teams will score and 3 or more goals will be 

scored in a match.

GG + Under Soccer

Both teams will score and 2 or less goals will be 

scored in a match

NG + Over Soccer

At least one team will score and 3 or more goals 

will be scored in a match.

NG + Under Soccer

At least one team will score and 2 or less goals 

will be scored in a match.

1st Half - Correct Score Soccer Predict the actual scoreline of the 1st half.

0:0 1H Soccer 1st half: draw 0-0.

1:0 1H Soccer 1st half: Home will win 1-0.

2:0 1H Soccer 1st half: Home will win 2-0.

2:1 1H Soccer 1st half: Home will win 2-1.

0:1 1H Soccer 1st half: Away will win 0-1.

0:2 1H Soccer 1st half: Away will win 0-2.

1:2 1H Soccer 1st half: Away will win 1-2.

1:1 1H Soccer 1st half: draw 1-1.

2:2 1H Soccer 1st half: draw 1-1.

Other Soccer

1st half: at least one team will score 3 or more 

goals.

1st Half - Double Chance Soccer

Predict the combination of 2 possible outcomes 

of 1st half from 3 possible permutations: home 

or draw | away or draw | home or away.

1H 1X Soccer 1st half: Home wins or Draw

1H 12 Soccer 1st half: Home or Away wins

1H X2 Soccer 1st half: Away wins or Draw

1st Half - Draw No Bet Soccer

Predict which team will win 1st half of a 

match. Bets placed on this market will be void if 

1st half ends in a draw.

1H 1DNB Soccer

1st half: Home team will win. Bets will be void in 

case that 1st half ends in a draw.

1H 2DNB Soccer

1st half: Away team will win. Bets will be void in 

case that 1st half ends in a draw.

1st Half - Both Teams to Score Soccer

Predict whether or not both teams will score in 

1st half of a match. Own goals count.



1H GG Soccer 1st half: Both teams will score.

1H NG Soccer 1st half: At least one tim won't score.

1st Half - Odd/Even Goals Soccer

Select whether the total number of goals scored 

in 1st half of a  match will be odd or even. Any 

1st half of a match resulting in 0-0 will be settled 

on an even number of goals.

1H Odd Soccer

1st half: The total number of goals scored will be 

odd.

1H Even Soccer

1st half: The total number of goals scored will be 

even.

2nd Half - 1X2 Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the 2nd half of the 

match, either the win of the home team (1), a 

draw (X) or the win of the away team (2). 

1 2HT Soccer 2nd half: home win

X 2HT Soccer 2nd half: draw

2 2HT Soccer 2nd half: away win 

2nd Half - Correct Score Soccer Predict the actual scoreline of the 2nd half.

0:0 2H Soccer 2nd half: draw 0-0.

1:0 2H Soccer 2nd half: Home will win 1-0.

2:0 2H Soccer 2nd half: Home will win 2-0.

2:1 2H Soccer 2nd half: Home will win 2-1.

0:1 2H Soccer 2nd half: Away will win 0-1.

0:2 2H Soccer 2nd half: Away will win 0-2.

1:2 2H Soccer 2nd half: Away will win 1-2.

1:1 2H Soccer 2nd half: draw 1-1.

2:2 2H Soccer 2nd half: draw 2-2.

Other Soccer

2nd half: at least one team will score 3 or more 

goals.

2nd Half - Double Chance Soccer

Predict the combination of 2 possible outcomes 

of 2nd half from 3 possible permutations: home 

or draw | away or draw | home or away.

2H 1X Soccer 2nd half: Home wins or Draw

2H 12 Soccer 2nd half: Home or Away wins

2H X2 Soccer 2nd half: Away wins or Draw

2nd Half - Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored in 

second half of a match will be under/over the 

value specified.

Ov. 0,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: 1 or more goals

Un. 0,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: No goals

Ov. 1,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: 2 or more goals

Un. 1,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: 1 or less goals

Ov. 2,5  2H Soccer 2nd half: 3 or more goals

Un. 2,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: 2 or less goals

Ov. 3,5  2H Soccer 2nd half: 4 or more goals

Un. 3,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: 3 or less goals



2nd Half - Draw No Bet Soccer

Predict which team will win 2nd half of a 

match. Bets placed on this market will be void if 

2nd half ends in a draw.

2H 1DNB Soccer

2nd half: Home team will win. Bets will be void in 

case that match ends in a draw.

2H 2DNB Soccer

2nd half: Away team will win. Bets will be void in 

case that match ends in a draw.

2nd Half - Both Teams to Score Soccer

Predict whether or not both teams will score in 

2nd half of a match. Own goals count.

2H GG Soccer 2nd half: Both teams will score.

2H NG Soccer 2nd half: At least one tim won't score.

2nd Half - Odd/Even Soccer

Select whether the total number of goals scored 

in 2nd half of a  match will be odd or even. Any 

2nd half of a match resulting in 0-0 will be 

settled on an even number of goals.

2H Odd Soccer

2nd half: The total number of goals scored will 

be odd.

2H Even Soccer

2nd half: The total number of goals scored will 

be even.

GG/NG 1st and 2nd Half Soccer

Predict whether or not both teams will score 

in both halves of a match.

GG & GG yes Soccer

Both teams will score in the first and in the 

second half.

GG & NG yes  Soccer

Both teams will score in the first half and at least 

one team won’t score in the second half.

NG & GG yes Soccer

At least one team won’t score in the first half and 

both teams will score in the second half.

NG & NG yes Soccer

At least one team won’t score in the first half and 

at least one team won’t score in the second half.

GG & GG no Soccer

At least one team won’t score in the first half or 

at least one team won’t score in the second half.

GG & NG no  Soccer

At least one team won’t score in the first half or 

both teams will score in the second half.

NG & GG no Soccer

Both teams will score in the first half or at least 

one team won’t score in the second half.

NG & NG no Soccer

Both teams will score in the first half or both 

teams will score in the second half.

Double Chance & BTTS Soccer

Predict the outcome of the match and if both 

teams will score at least one goal or not.

12 & GG Soccer

One of the teams will win and both teams will 

score a goal.



12 & NG Soccer

One of the teams will win without conceding a 

goal.

1X & GG Soccer

Home team will win or the match will end in a 

draw and both teams will score a goal.

1X & NG Soccer

Home team will win without conceding a goal, or 

the result will be 0:0.

X2 & GG Soccer

Away team will win or the match will end in a 

draw and both teams will score a goal.

X2 & NG Soccer

Away team will win without conceding a goal, or 

the result will be 0:0.

DC +O/U Soccer

Predict the combination of 2 possible outcomes 

of a match from 3 possible permutations: home 

or draw | away or draw | home or away and 

predict whether the number of goals scored in a 

match will be under/over the number specified.

12 & Ov. (1,5) Soccer

One of the two teams will win and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 2 or more.

12 & Un. (1,5) Soccer

One of the two teams will win and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 1 or less.

1X & Ov. (1,5) Soccer

Home team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 2 or more.

1X & Un. (1, 5) Soccer

Home team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 1 or less.

X2 & Ov. (1,5) Soccer

Away team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 2 or more.

X2 & Un. (1,5) Soccer

Away team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 1 or less.

12 & Ov. (2,5) Soccer

One of the two teams will win and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 3 or more.

12 & Un. (2,5) Soccer

One of the two teams will win and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 2 or less.

1X & Ov. (2,5) Soccer

Home team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 3 or more.

1X & Un. (2, 5) Soccer

Home team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 2 or less.

X2 & Ov. (2,5) Soccer

Away team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 3 or more.



X2 & Un. (2,5) Soccer

Away team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 2 or less.

12 & Ov. (3,5) Soccer

One of the two teams will win and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 4 or more.

12 & Un. (3,5) Soccer

One of the two teams will win and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 3 or less.

1X & Ov. (3,5) Soccer

Home team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 4 or more.

1X & Un. (3, 5) Soccer

Home team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 3 or less.

X2 & Ov. (3,5) Soccer

Away team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 4 or more.

X2 & Un. (3,5) Soccer

Away team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 3 or less.

12 & Ov. (4,5) Soccer

One of the two teams will win and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 5 or more.

12 & Un. (4,5) Soccer

One of the two teams will win and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 4 or less.

1X & Ov. (4,5) Soccer

Home team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 5 or more.

1X & Un. (4, 5) Soccer

Home team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 4 or less.

X2 & Ov. (4,5) Soccer

Away team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 5 or more.

X2 & Un. (4,5) Soccer

the away team will win or draw and the total 

number of goals in the match will be 4 or less.

Chance Mix Soccer

Predict the outcome of a match betting on two 

related bet types. If at least one selection is 

correct, the bet is winning. In case both 

selections are correct, the winnings won't be 

doubled.

1 or NG Soccer

Home team will win or at least one team won't 

score.

1 or GG Soccer Home team will win or both teams will score.

2 or NG Soccer

Away team will win or at least one team won't 

score.



2 or GG Soccer Away team will win or both teams will score.

X or NG Soccer

The teams will draw or at least one team won't 

score.

X or GG Soccer The teams will draw or both teams will score.

2HT Handicap Soccer

Handicap is an advantage or a disadvantage of a 

home team which is expressed in goals. Predict  

the outcome of 2nd half after the handicap has 

been applied to home team. The bet is settled on 

the outcome of the event after adjusting for the 

handicap -  handicap spread is added (or 

subtracted if the value is negative) to the actual 

number of goals scored by home team during the 

2nd half of a match. 

HT 1 (-1) Soccer 2nd half: Home team wins by 2 or more goals.

HT x (-1) Soccer 2nd half:  Home team wins by one goal.

HT 2 (-1) Soccer

2nd half: Away team wins or match ends in a 

draw.

HT 1 (-2) Soccer 2nd half: Home team wins by 3 or more goals.

HT X (-2) Soccer 2nd half: Home team wins by 2 goals.

HT 2 (-2) Soccer

2nd half: Away team wins or match ends in a 

draw, or home team wins by one goal.

HT 1 (-3) Soccer 2nd half: Home team wins by 4 or more goals.

HT X (-3) Soccer 2nd half: Home team wins by 3 goals.

HT 2 (-3) Soccer

2nd half: Away team wins or match ends in a 

draw, or home team wins by one or 2 goals.

HT 1 (1) Soccer

2nd half: Home teams win or match ends in a 

draw.

HT X (1) Soccer 2nd half: Away team wins by one goal.

HT 2 (1) Soccer 2nd half: Home team wins by 2 or more goals.

HT 1 (2) Soccer

2nd half: Home team wins, or match end in a 

draw, or away wins by one goal.

HT X (2) Soccer 2nd half: Away team wins by 2 goals.

HT 2 (2) Soccer 2nd half: Away team wins by 3 or more goals.

HT 1 (3) Soccer

2nd half: Home team wins or match ends in a 

draw, or away team wins by one or 2 goals.

HT X (3) Soccer 2nd half: Away team wins by 3 goals.

HT 2 (3) Soccer 2nd half: Away team wins by 4 or more goals.

Over/Under Home HT Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored by 

Home team in first half of a match will be 

under/over the number specified.



H Ov. 0,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Home will score a goal.

H Un. 0,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Home won't score a goal.

H Ov. 1,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Home will score 2 or more goals.

H Un. 1,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Home will score 1 or 0 goals.

H Ov. 2,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Home will score 3 or more goals.

H Un. 2,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Home will score 2 or less goals.

Over/Under Away HT Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored by 

Away team in first half of a match will be 

under/over the number specified.

A Ov. 0,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Away will score a goal.

A Un. 0,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Away won't score a goal.

A Ov. 1,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Away will score 2 or more goals.

A Un. 1,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Away will score 1 or 0 goals.

A Ov. 2,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Away will score 3 or more goals.

A Un. 2,5 1H Soccer 1st half: Away will score 2 or less goals.

Over/Under Home 2HT Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored by 

Home team in second half of a match will be 

under/over the number specified.

H Ov. 0,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Home will score a goal.

H Un. 0,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Home won't score a goal.

H Ov. 1,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Home will score 2 or more goals.

H Un. 1,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Home will score 1 or 0 goals.

H Ov. 2,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Home will score 3 or more goals.

H Un. 2,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Home will score 2 or less goals.

Over/Under Away 2HT Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored by 

Away team in second half of a match will be 

under/over the number specified.

A Ov. 0,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Away will score a goal.

A Un. 0,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Away won't score a goal.

A Ov. 1,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Away will score 2 or more goals.

A Un. 1,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Away will score 1 or 0 goals.

A Ov. 2,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Away will score 3 or more goals.

A Un. 2,5 2H Soccer 2nd half: Away will score 2 or less goals.

1st Half - 1X2 & BTTS Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the 1st half of the 

match and if both teams will score/not score at 

least 1 goal.

1H 1 & GG Soccer 1st half: Home wins and both teams score.

1H 1 & NG Soccer 1st half: Home wins and only one team scores.

1H X & GG Soccer 1st half: Draw & both teams score.

1H X & NG Soccer 1st half: Draw & neither team scores.

1H 2 & GG Soccer 1st half: Away wins & both teams score.

1H 2 & NG Soccer 1st half: Away wins & only 1 team scores.

2nd Half - 1X2 & BTTS Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the 2nd half of the 

match and if both teams will score/not score at 

least 1 goal.

2H 1 & GG Soccer 2nd half: Home wins and both teams score.

2H 1 & NG Soccer 2nd half: Home wins and only one team scores.

2H X & GG Soccer 2nd half: Draw & both teams score.



2H X & NG Soccer 2nd half: Draw & neither team scores.

2H 2 & GG Soccer 2nd half: Away wins & both teams score.

2H 2 & NG Soccer 2nd half: Away wins & only 1 team scores.

Odd/Even Goals Home Team Soccer

Predict  if the total number of goals scored by 

Home team is going to be odd or even.

Home Odd Soccer

Total number of goals scored by Home team will 

be odd.

Home Even Soccer

Total number of goals scored by Home team will 

be even.

Odd/Even Goals Away Team Soccer

Predict  if the total number of goals scored by 

Away team is going to be odd or even.

Away Odd Soccer

Total number of goals scored by Away team will 

be odd.

Away Even Soccer

Total number of goals scored by Away team will 

be even.

Totals Home Team Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored by 

Home team is going to be under/over the 

number specified.

H Ov. 0,5 Soccer Home will score a goal.

H Un. 0,5 Soccer Home won't score a goal.

H Ov. 1,5 Soccer Home will score 2 or more goals.

H Un. 1,5 Soccer Home will score 1 or 0 goals.

H Ov. 2,5 Soccer Home will score 3 or more goals.

H Un. 2,5 Soccer Home will score 2 or less goals.

Totals Away Team Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored by 

Away team is going to be under/over the number 

specified.

A Ov. 0,5 Soccer Away will score a goal.

A Un. 0,5 Soccer Away won't score a goal.

A Ov. 1,5 Soccer Away will score 2 or more goals.

A Un. 1,5 Soccer Away will score 1 or 0 goals.

A Ov. 2,5 Soccer Away will score 3 or more goals.

A Un. 2,5 Soccer Away will score 2 or less goals.

1st Half - 1X2 & Under/Over Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the 1st half, either 

the win of the home team (1), a draw (X) or the 

win of the away team (2) and predict whether 

the number of goals scored during the 1st half 

will be under/over the number specified.

1H U/1 (1,5) Soccer

1st half: Home wins and number of goals scored 

is 1 or less.

1H U/X (1,5) Soccer

1st half: Match ends in a draw and number of 

goals scored is 1 or less.

1H U/2 (1,5) Soccer

1st half: Away wins and number of goals scored 

is 1 or less.

1H O/1 (1,5) Soccer

1st half: Home wins and number of goals scored 

is 2 or more.

1H O/X (1,5) Soccer

1st half: Match ends in a draw and number of 

goals scored is 2 or more.



1H O/2 (1,5) Soccer

1st half: Away wins and number of goals scored 

is 2 or more.

1H U/1 (2,5) Soccer

1st half: Home wins and number of goals scored 

is 2 or less.

1H U/X (2,5) Soccer

1st half: Match ends in a draw and number of 

goals scored is 2 or less.

1H U/2 (2,5) Soccer

1st half: Away wins and number of goals scored 

is 2 or less.

1H O/1 (2,5) Soccer

1st half: Home wins and number of goals scored 

is 3 or more.

1H O/X (2,5) Soccer

1st half: Match ends in a draw and number of 

goals scored is 3 or more.

1H O/2 (2,5) Soccer

1st half: Away wins and number of goals scored 

is 3 or more.

1H U/1 (3,5) Soccer

1st half: Home wins and number of goals scored 

is 3 or less.

1H U/X (3,5) Soccer

1st half: Match ends in a draw and number of 

goals scored is 3 or less.

1H U/2 (3,5) Soccer

1st half: Away wins and number of goals scored 

is 3 or less.

1H O/1 (3,5) Soccer

1st half: Home wins and number of goals scored 

is 4 or more.

1H O/X (3,5) Soccer

1st half: Match ends in a draw and number of 

goals scored is 4 or more.

1H O/2 (3,5) Soccer

1st half: Away wins and number of goals scored 

is 4 or more.

1H U/1 (4,5) Soccer

Home wins and number of goals scored is 4 or 

less.

1H U/X (4,5) Soccer

1st half: Match ends in a draw and number of 

goals scored is 4 or less.

1H U/2 (4,5) Soccer

1st half: Away wins and number of goals scored 

is 4 or less.

1H O/1 (4,5) Soccer

1st half: Home wins and number of goals scored 

is 5 or more.

1H O/X (4,5) Soccer

1st half: Match ends in a draw and number of 

goals scored is 5 or more.

1H O/2 (4,5) Soccer

1st half: Away wins and number of goals scored 

is 5 or more.

1X2 & Under/Over Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the match, either 

the win of the home team (1), a draw (X) or the 

win of the away team (2) and predict whether 

the number of goals scored during the match will 

be under/over the number specified.

U/1 (1,5) Soccer

Home wins and number of goals scored is 1 or 

less.

U/X (1,5) Soccer

Match ends in a draw and number of goals 

scored is 1 or less.



U/2 (1,5) Soccer

Away wins and number of goals scored is 1 or 

less.

O/1 (1,5) Soccer

Home wins and number of goals scored is 2 or 

more.

O/X (1,5) Soccer

Match ends in a draw and number of goals 

scored is 2 or more.

O/2 (1,5) Soccer

Away wins and number of goals scored is 2 or 

more.

U/1 (2,5) Soccer

Home wins and number of goals scored is 2 or 

less.

U/X (2,5) Soccer

Match ends in a draw and number of goals 

scored is 2 or less.

U/2 (2,5) Soccer

Away wins and number of goals scored is 2 or 

less.

O/1 (2,5) Soccer

Home wins and number of goals scored is 3 or 

more.

O/X (2,5) Soccer

Match ends in a draw and number of goals 

scored is 3 or more.

O/2 (2,5) Soccer

Away wins and number of goals scored is 3 or 

more.

U/1 (3,5) Soccer

Home wins and number of goals scored is 3 or 

less.

U/X (3,5) Soccer

Match ends in a draw and number of goals 

scored is 3 or less.

U/2 (3,5) Soccer

Away wins and number of goals scored is 3 or 

less.

O/1 (3,5) Soccer

Home wins and number of goals scored is 4 or 

more.

O/X (3,5) Soccer

Match ends in a draw and number of goals 

scored is 4 or more.

O/2 (3,5) Soccer

Away wins and number of goals scored is 4 or 

more.

U/1 (4,5) Soccer

Home wins and number of goals scored is 4 or 

less.

U/X (4,5) Soccer

Match ends in a draw and number of goals 

scored is 4 or less.

U/2 (4,5) Soccer

Away wins and number of goals scored is 4 or 

less.

O/1 (4,5) Soccer

Home wins and number of goals scored is 5 or 

more.

O/X (4,5) Soccer

Match ends in a draw and number of goals 

scored is 5 or more.

O/2 (4,5) Soccer

Away wins and number of goals scored is 5 or 

more.

Multi Goal Soccer

Predict the total number of goals that will be 

scored in the match by choosing one of the 

available selections.

1-2 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 1-2.

1-3 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 1-3.

1-4 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 1-4.



1-5 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 1-5.

1-6 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 1-6.

2-3 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 2-3.

2-4 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 2-4.

2-5 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 2-5.

2-6 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 2-6.

3-4 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 3-4.

3-5 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 3-5.

3-6 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 3-6.

4-5 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 4-5.

4-6 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 4-6.

5-6 goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be from 5-6.

7+ goals Soccer Number of goals scored will be 7 or more.

Multigoal HT Soccer

Predict the total number of goals that will be 

scored in 1st half of the match by choosing one 

of the available selections.

1-2 goals 1H Soccer 1st half: Number of goals scored will be from 1-2.

1-3 goals 1H Soccer 1st half: Number of goals scored will be from 1-3.

2-3 goals 1H Soccer 1st half: Number of goals scored will be from 2-3.

2-4 goals 1H Soccer 1st half: Number of goals scored will be from 2-4.

3-4 goals 1H Soccer 1st half: Number of goals scored will be from 3-4.

3-5 goals 1H Soccer 1st half: Number of goals scored will be from 3-5.

Multigoal 2HT Soccer

Predict the total number of goals that will be 

scored in 2nd half of the match by choosing one 

of the available selections.

1-2 goals 2H Soccer

2nd half: Number of goals scored will be from 1-

2.

1-3 goals 2H Soccer

2nd half: Number of goals scored will be from 1-

3.

2-3 goals 2H Soccer

2nd half: Number of goals scored will be from 2-

3.

2-4 goals 2H Soccer

2nd half: Number of goals scored will be from 2-

4.

3-4 goals 2H Soccer

2nd half: Number of goals scored will be from 3-

4.

3-5 goals 2H Soccer

2nd half: Number of goals scored will be from 3-

5.

Total MultiGoal Home Soccer

Predict the total number of goals that will be 

scored by the Home team by choosing one of the 

available selections.

1-2 goals Home Soccer

Total number of goals scored by Home team will 

be from 1-2.

1-3 goals Home Soccer

Total number of goals scored by Home team will 

be from 1-3.



2-3 goals Home Soccer

Total number of goals scored by Home team will 

be from 2-3.

Total MultiGoal Away Soccer

Predict the total number of goals that will be 

scored by the Away team by choosing one of the 

available selections.

1-2 goals Away Soccer

Total number of goals scored by Away team will 

be from 1-2.

1-3 goals Away Soccer

Total number of goals scored by Away team will 

be from 1-3.

2-3 goals Away Soccer

Total number of goals scored by Away team will 

be from 2-3.

3 Combo Soccer

The 3Combo allows you to predict the outcome 

of a match by betting on three related bet types.

1 + GG + Ov. (1,5) Soccer

The home team will win, both teams will score 

and the total number of goals in the match will 

be 2 or more.

1 + NG + Ov. (1,5) Soccer

The home team will win, away team will not 

score and the total number of goals in the match 

will be 2 or more.

1 + NG + Un. (1,5) Soccer

The home team will win, away team will not 

score and the total number of goals in the match 

will be 1 or less..

X + GG + Ov. (1,5) Soccer

Match will end in a draw, both teams will score 

and the total number of goals in the match will 

be 2 or more.

X + GG + Un. (1,5) Soccer

Match will end in a draw, both teams will score 

and the total number of goals in the match will 

be 1 or less.

X + NG + Un. (1,5) Soccer

Match will end in a draw, at least one team 

won't score and the total number of goals in the 

match will be 1 or less.

2 + GG + Ov. (1,5) Soccer

The away team will win, both teams will score 

and the total number of goals in the match will 

be 2 or more.

2 + NG + Ov. (1,5) Soccer

The away team will win, home team will not 

score and the total number of goals in the match 

will be 2 or more.

2 + NG + Un. (1,5) Soccer

The away team will win, home team will not 

score and the total number of goals in the match 

will be 1 or less.

1 + GG + Ov. (2,5) Soccer

The home team will win, both teams will score 

and the total number of goals in the match will 

be 3 or more.

1 + NG + Ov. (2,5) Soccer

The home team will win, away team will not 

score and the total number of goals in the match 

will be 3 or more.



1 + NG + Un. (2,5) Soccer

The home team will win, away team will not 

score and the total number of goals in the match 

will be 2 or less.

X + GG + Ov. (2,5) Soccer

The match will end in draw, both teams will 

score and the total number  of goals in the match 

will be 3 or more.

X + GG + Un. (2,5) Soccer

The match will end in draw, both teams will 

score and the total number  of goals in the match 

will be 2 or less.

X + NG + Un. (2,5) Soccer

The match will end in draw, at least one team 

won't score and the total number  of goals in the 

match will be 3 or more.

2 + GG + Ov. (2,5) Soccer

The away team will win, both teams will score 

and the total number of goals in the match will 

be 3 or more.

2 + NG + Ov. (2,5) Soccer

The away team will win, home team will not 

score and the total number of goals in the match 

will be 3 or more.

2 + NG + Un. (2,5) Soccer

The away team will win, home team will not 

score and the total number of goals in the match 

will be 2 or less.

1HT & 1FT &2 + Soccer

The home team will lead after the first half, it will 

also win the match, and the total number of 

goals in the match will be 2 or more.

 2HT & 2FT & 2+ Soccer

The away team will lead after the first half, it will 

also win the match, and the total number of 

goals in the match will be 2 or more.

1HT & 1FT & 3+ Soccer

The home team will lead after the first half, it will 

also win the match, and the total number of 

goals in the match will be 3 or more.

2HT & 2FT & 3+ Soccer

The away team will lead after the first half, it will 

also win the match, and the total number of 

goals in the match will be 3 or more

1HT & 1FT & 4+ Soccer

The home team will lead after the first half, it will 

also win the match, and the total number of 

goals in the match will be 4 or more.

2HT & 2FT & 4+ Soccer

The away team will lead after the first half, it will 

also win the match, and the total number of 

goals in the match will be 4 or more.

1HT & 1FT & 2+HT Soccer

The home team will lead at the end of the first 

half, will win the match and the total number of 

goals scored in the first half will be 2 or more.



2HT & 2FT & 2+HT Soccer

The away team will lead at the end of the first 

half, will win the match and the total number of 

goals scored in the first half will be 2 or more.

First Scorer Soccer Select a player to score the first goal in a match.

Anytime Scorer Soccer

Select a player to score at any time during a 

match.

Last Scorer Soccer Select a player to score the last goal in a match.

Fouls Over/Under FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the total number of fouls 

committed in a match, including extra time, will 

be over or under the value offered.

Shots on target O/U FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the total number of shots on 

target in the match will be over or under the 

spread offered. Extra time counts.

Offsides Over/Under FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the total number of Offsides in a 

match, including extra time, will be Over or 

Under the indicated line for both teams.

Ball Possession Soccer

Predict which team will have greater percent of 

ball possession in a match.

Saves Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number of saves in the 

match will be over or under the specified value.

Posts Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number of posts in the 

match will be over or under the specified value.

Score in first 5 min Soccer

Predict if either team will score a goal in first 5 

minutes of the match (0:00-4:59 minutes)

Score in first 10 min Soccer

Predict if either team will score a goal in first 10 

minutes of the match. (0:00-9:59 minutes)

Score in first 15 min Soccer

Predict if either team will score a goal in first 15 

minutes of the match. (0:00-14:59 minutes)

Score in first 20 min Soccer

Predict if either team will score a goal in first 20 

minutes of the match. (0:00-19:59 minutes)

Score in first 30 min Soccer

Predict if either team will score a goal in first 30 

minutes of the match. (0:00-29:59 minutes)

1st Half - Total Goals Soccer

You have to predict the total number of goals 

that will be scored during the first half by 

choosing one of the options. It's possible to 

select the exact number of goals (choosing the 

option "Y"), or the number of goals that won't be 

scored (choosing the option "N").



1 Gl 1H Y Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the first half will 

be 1.

1 Gl 1H N Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the first half 

won't be 1.

2 Gls 1H Y Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the first half will 

be 2.

2 Gls 1H N Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the first half 

won't be 2.

3 Gls 1H Y Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the first half will 

be 3.

3 Gls 1H N Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the first half 

won't be 3.

2nd Half - Total Goals Soccer

You have to forecast the total number of goals 

that will be scored during the second half by 

choosing one of the options. It's possible to 

select the exact number of goals (choosing the 

option "Y"), or the number of goals that won't be 

scored (choosing the option "N").

1 Gl 2H Y Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the second half 

will be 1.

1 Gl 2H N Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the second half 

won't be 1.

2 Gls 2H Y Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the second half 

will be 2.

2 Gls 2H N Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the second half 

won't be 2.

3 Gls 2H Y Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the second half 

will be 3.

3 Gls 2H N Soccer

Total number of goals scored in the second half 

won't be 3.

Total Goals (Exact) Soccer

Predict the exact number of goals that will be 

scored in the match by choosing one of the 

available selections. It's possible to select the 

exact number of goals (choosing the option "Y"), 

or the number of goals that won't be scored 

(choosing the option "N").

0 Gls Y Soccer 0 goals.

1 Gls Y Soccer 1 goal.

2 Gls Y Soccer 2 goals.

3 Gls Y Soccer 3 goals.

4 Gls Y Soccer 4 goals.

5 Gls Y Soccer 5 goals.

6 Gls Y Soccer 6 goals.

7 Gls Y Soccer 7 goals.

0 GlsN Soccer No 0 goals.

1 Gls N Soccer No 1 goal.

2 Gls N Soccer No 2 goals.

3 Gls N Soccer No 3 goals.

4 Gls N Soccer No 4 goals.



5 Gls N Soccer No 5 goals.

6 Gls N Soccer No 6 goals.

7 Gls N Soccer No 7 goals.

Home/Away Win Both Halves Soccer

Select a team to win the first half and win the 

second half of a match.

Home W2H Y Soccer Home team will win both halves.

Home W2H N Soccer Home team won't win both halves.

Away W2H Y Soccer Away team will win both halves.

Away W2H N Soccer Away team won't win both halves.

Win To Nil Home Soccer

Predict if home team will win the game, without 

conceding a goal.

Yes Soccer Home will win without conceding a goal.

No Soccer Home won't win without conceding a goal.

Win To Nil Away Soccer

Predict if away team will win the game, without 

conceding a goal.

Yes Soccer Away will win without conceding a goal.

No Soccer Away won't win without conceding a goal.

HT DC & GG/NG Soccer

Predict the outcome of the 1st half and if both 

teams will score at least one goal or not.

1H 12 & GG Soccer

1st half: One of the teams will win and both 

teams will score a goal.

1H 12 & NG Soccer

1st half: One of the teams will win without 

conceding a goal.

1H 1X & GG Soccer

1st half: Home team will win or the match will 

end in a draw and both teams will score a goal.

1H 1X & NG Soccer

1st half: Home team will win without conceding a 

goal, or the result will be 0:0.

1H X2 & GG Soccer

1st half: Away team will win or the match will 

end in a draw and both teams will score a goal.

1H X2 & NG Soccer

1st half: Away team will win without conceding a 

goal, or the result will be 0:0.

2HT DC & GG/NG Soccer

Predict the outcome of the 2nd half and if both 

teams will score at least one goal or not.

2H 12 & GG Soccer

2nd half: One of the teams will win and both 

teams will score a goal.

2H 12 & NG Soccer

2nd half: One of the teams will win without 

conceding a goal.

2H 1X & GG Soccer

2nd half: Home team will win or the match will 

end in a draw and both teams will score a goal.

2H 1X & NG Soccer

2nd half: Home team will win without conceding 

a goal, or the result will be 0:0.

2H X2 & GG Soccer

2nd half: Away team will win or the match will 

end in a draw and both teams will score a goal.



2H X2 & NG Soccer

2nd half: Away team will win without conceding 

a goal, or the result will be 0:0.

HT/2HT Goals Soccer

Predict the number of goals that will be scored in 

the first and in the second half choosing between 

the available selections. 

1+ & 1+ Soccer

One or more goals will be scored both in the first 

and in the second half.

1+ & 2+ Soccer

One or more goals will be scored in the first half 

and two or more goals will be scored in the 

second half.

2+ & 1+ Soccer

Two or more goals will be scored in the first half 

and one or more goals will be scored in the 

second half.

2+ & 2+ Soccer

Two or more goals will be scored both in the first 

and in the second half.

1+ & 3+ Soccer

One or more goals will be scored in the first half 

and three or more goals will be scored in the 

second half.

1- & 1- Soccer

One or less goals will be scored both in the first 

and in the second half.

1- & 2- Soccer

One or less goals will be scored in the first half 

and two or less goals will be scored in the second 

half.

1- & 3- Soccer

One or less goals will be scored in the first half 

and three or less goals will be scored in the 

second half.

2- & 1- Soccer

Two or less goals will be scored in the first half 

and one or less goals will be scored in the second 

half.

2- & 2- Soccer

Two or less goals will be scored both in the first 

and in the second half.

2- & 3- Soccer

Two or less goals will be scored in the first half 

and three or less goals will be scored in the 

second half.

2+ & 3+ Soccer

Two or more goals will be scored in the first half 

and three or more  goals will be scored in the 

second half.

3- & 1- Soccer

Three or less goals will be scored in the first half 

and one or less goals will be scored in the second 

half.

3+ & 1+ Soccer

Three or more goals will be scored in the first 

half and one or more goals will be scored in the 

second half.

3+ & 2+ Soccer

Three or more goals will be scored in the first 

half and two or more goals will be scored in the 

second half.

3+ & 3+ Soccer

Three or more goals will be scored in the first 

half and three or more goals will be scored in the 

second half.



Chance Mix O/U Soccer

Predict the outcome of a match betting on two 

related bet types. If at least one selection is 

correct, the bet is winning. In case both 

selections are correct, the winnings won't be 

doubled.

1 or Ov.(1,5) Soccer

The home team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 2 or more.

1 or Un. (1,5) Soccer

The home team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 1 or less.

X or Ov. (1,5) Soccer

The teams will draw or the total number of goals 

in the match will be 2 or more.

X or Un. (1,5) Soccer

The teams will draw or the total number of goals 

in the match will be 1 or less.

2 or Ov. (1,5) Soccer

The away team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 2 or more.

2 or Un. (1,5) Soccer

The away team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 1 or less.

1 or Ov.(2,5) Soccer

The home team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 3 or more.

1 or Un. (2,5) Soccer

The home team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 2 or less.

X or Ov. (2,5) Soccer

The teams will draw or the total number of goals 

in the match will be 3 or more.

X or Un. (2,5) Soccer

The teams will draw or the total number of goals 

in the match will be 2 or less.

2 or Ov. (2,5) Soccer

The away team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 3 or more.

2 or Un. (2,5) Soccer

The away team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 2 or less.

1 or Ov.(3,5) Soccer

The home team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 4 or more.

1 or Un. (3,5) Soccer

The home team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 3 or less.

X or Ov. (3,5) Soccer

The teams will draw or the total number of goals 

in the match will be 4 or more.

X or Un. (3,5) Soccer

The teams will draw or the total number of goals 

in the match will be 3 or less.

2 or Ov. (3,5) Soccer

The away team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 4 or more.

2 or Un. (3,5) Soccer

The away team will win or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 3 or less.

DC HT/FT Soccer

Predict the outcome at the end of 1st half and at 

the end of a match by choosing between 

available selections. It is possible to choose 

selection with 2 possible outcomes in 1st, 2nd or 

in both halves.

1X/1X Soccer

The home team will win or the teams will draw 

at the end of 1st half and the home team will win 

or the teams will draw at the end of a match.



1X/12 Soccer

The home team will win or the teams will draw 

at the end of 1st half and the home team or the 

away team will win the match.

1X/X2 Soccer

The home team will win or the teams will draw 

at the end of 1st half and the away team will win 

or the teams will draw at the end of a match.

12/1X Soccer

The home or the away team will win the 1st half 

and the home team will win or the teams will 

draw at the end of a match.

12/12 Soccer

The home or the away team will win the 1st half 

and the home team or the away team will win at 

the end of a match.

12/X2 Soccer

The home or the away team will win the 1st half 

and the away team will win or the teams will 

draw at the end of a match.

X2/1X Soccer

The away team will win or the teams will draw at 

the end of 1st half and the home team will win 

or the teams will draw at the end of a match.

X2/12 Soccer

The away team will win or the teams will draw at 

the end of 1st half and the home team or the 

away team will win at the end of a match.

X2/X2 Soccer

The away team will win or the teams will draw at 

the end of 1st half and the away team will win or 

the teams will draw at the end of a match.

1/1X Soccer

Home team will win the 1st half and home team 

will win or the teams will draw at the end of a 

match.

1/12 Soccer

Home team will win the 1st half and the home 

team or the away team will win at the end of a 

match.

X/1X Soccer

1st half will end in a draw and the home team 

will win or the teams will draw at the end of a 

match.

X/12 Soccer

1st half will end in a draw and the home team or 

the away team will win at the end of a match.

X/X2 Soccer

1st half will end in a draw and the away team will 

win or the teams will draw at the end of a match.

2/1X Soccer

Away team will win the 1st half and home team 

will win or the teams will draw at the end of a 

match.

2/12 Soccer

Away team will win the 1st half and the home 

team or the away team will win at the end of a 

match.



2/X2 Soccer

Away team will win the 1st half and away team 

will win or the teams will draw at the end of a 

match.

1X/1 Soccer

The home team will win or the teams will draw 

at the end of 1st half and home team will win the 

match. 

1X/X Soccer

The home team will win or the teams will draw 

at the end of 1st half and match will end in a 

draw. 

1X/2 Soccer

The home team will win or the teams will draw 

at the end of 1st half and away team will win the 

match. 

12/1 Soccer

The home or the away team will win at the end 

of the 1st half and home team will win the 

match.

12/X Soccer

The home or the away team will win at the end 

of the 1st half and match will end in a draw.

12/2 Soccer

The home or the away team will win at the end 

of the 1st half and away  team will win the 

match.

X2/1 Soccer

The away team will win or the teams will draw at 

the end of 1st half and home team will win the 

match. 

X2/X Soccer

The away team will win or the teams will draw at 

the end of 1st half and match will end in a draw. 

X2/2 Soccer

The away team will win or the teams will draw at 

the end of 1st half and away team will win the 

match. 

1/X2 Soccer

Home team will win the 1st half and away team 

will win or the teams will draw at the end of a 

match.

First 5 Mins - 1X2 Soccer

Predict the outcome of the first five (5)  minutes 

( events must happen between 0:00 and 4:59). 

1 (5min) Soccer 5 min: Win of the home team.

X (5 min) Soccer 5 min: Draw.

2 (5 min) Soccer 5 min: Win of the away team.

First 15 Mins - 1X2 Soccer

Predict the outcome of the first fifteen (15)  

minutes ( events must happen between 0:00 and 

14:59). 

First 20 Mins - 1X2 Soccer

Predict the outcome of the first twenty (20)  

minutes ( events must happen between 0:00 and 

19:59). 

First 30 Mins - 1X2 Soccer

Predict the outcome of the first thirty (30)  

minutes ( events must happen between 0:00 and 

29:59). 



First 60 Mins - 1X2 Soccer

Predict the outcome of the first sixty (60)  

minutes ( events must happen between 0:00 and 

59:59). 

Pen. Score/Miss FT & ET Soccer

Predict a penalty to be scored or missed during a 

match, including extra time.

Substitution HT Soccer

Predict will there be at least one substitution in 

the first half. There are two possible outcomes: 

Yes (at least one substitution), No (no 

substitution in first half).

First Substitution Soccer

Predict the time of the first player substitution in 

the game. 

1st half Soccer First substitution will be made in the 1st half

2nd half Soccer First substitution will be made in the 2nd half

During the Break Soccer

First substitution will be made in the during the 

Break

No Substitution Soccer There will be no substitution during the match

Pen. Score/Miss Home FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the Home team will score or 

miss a penalty during a match, including extra 

time.

Pen. Score/Miss Away FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the Away team will score or miss 

a penalty during a match, including extra time.

Offsides Over/Under HT Soccer

Predict whether the total number of Offsides for 

both teams will be Over or Under the indicated 

line at the end of the 1st half.

Shots on target O/U HT Soccer

Predict if the total number of shots on target by 

both teams at the end of the 1st half will be 

over/under the indicated value.

Fouls Over/Under HT Soccer

Predict whether the total number of fouls in the 

1st half of a match will be over or under the 

indicated line.

Total Bookings HT Soccer

Predict whether the number of cards awarded 

during the 1st half will be over or under the 

specified value.

Match Bookings 2HT Soccer

Predict whether the number of cards awarded 

during the 2nd half will be over or under the 

specified value.

Qualified Regular Time Soccer

Predict if the indicated team will qualify to the 

following phase of the tournament during 

Regular time.

Qualified Over Time Soccer

Predict if the indicated team will qualify to the 

following phase of the tournament during Over 

time.



Qualified Penalties Soccer

Predict if the indicated team will qualify to the 

following phase of the tournament after 

penalties.

Over Time Over/Under Soccer

Predict if the lenght of Over Time will be Over or 

Under the specified value.

1X2 Over Time Soccer

Predict the outcome of the overtime of the 

match, either the win of the home team (1), a 

draw (X) or the win of the away team (2). 

First Goal Mode Soccer

Predict how the first goal will be scored from one 

of the following options: Shot; Header; Penalty; 

Free Kick; Own Goal; No Goal.

Scorer 0-15 min Soccer

From the list of players offered, nominate the 

player to score the goal in within 15’(14’59”) of 

the game.

Scorer 16-30 min Soccer

From the list of players offered, nominate the 

player to score the goal in the range of time 

between beginning of 16’ (15’00”) and 30’ 

(29’59”) of the game.

Scorer 31-45 min Soccer

From the list of players offered, nominate the 

player to score the goal in the range of time 

between beginning of 31’ (30’00”) and the end 

of first half (injury time included) of the game.

Scorer 46-60 min Soccer

From the list of players offered, nominate the 

player to score the goal in the range of time 

between beginning of second half and 60’ 

(59’59”)  of the game.

Scorer 61-75 min Soccer

From the list of players offered, nominate the 

player to score the goal in the range of time 

between 61’ ( 60’00’’) and 75’ (74’59”) of the 

game

Scorer 76-90 min Soccer

From the list of players offered, nominate the 

player to score the goal in the range of time 

between 75’ and the end of the match (injury 

time included) of the game

Anytime Own Goal Soccer

Predict whether an own goal will be recorded 

within a specific game.

First Goal Own Goal Soccer

Predict whether the first goal scored in a match 

will be own goal.

Last Goal Own Goal Soccer

Predict whether the last goal scored in a match 

will be own goal.

Scorer & GG/NG Soccer

Predict a player to score anytime in the match 

and if both teams will score at least one goal or 

not.

Scorer & C. Score Soccer

Predict a player to score anytime in the match 

and correct score  of the match combined.



Scorer & 1X2 Soccer

Predict a player to score anytime in the match 

and the final outcome of the match combined.

Scorer & Match O/U Soccer

Predict whether the selected player will score at 

least one goal and will the total number of goals 

be over or under the specified value.

ToScore & Ov. 0,5 Soccer

The selected player will score at least one goal 

and 1 or more goals will be scored in a match.

ToScore & Ov.1,5 Soccer

The selected player will score at least one goal 

and 2 or more goals will be scored in a match.

ToScore & Un. 1,5 Soccer

The selected player will score the only one goal 

in the match.

ToScore & Ov. 2,5 Soccer

The selected player will score at least one goal 

and 3 or more goals will be scored in a match.

ToScore & Un. 2,5 Soccer

The selected player will score at least one goal 

and 2 or less goals will be scored in a match.

ToScore & Ov. 3,5 Soccer

The selected player will score at least one goal 

and 4 or more goals will be scored in a match.

ToScore & Un. 3,5 Soccer

The selected player will score at least one goal 

and 3 or less goals will be scored in a match.

ToScore & Ov. 4,5 Soccer

The selected player will score at least one goal 

and 5 or more goals will be scored in a match.

ToScore & Un. 4,5 Soccer

The selected player will score at least one goal 

and 4 or less goals will be scored in a match.

ToScore & Ov. 5,5 Soccer

The selected player will score at least one goal 

and 6 or more goals will be scored in a match.

ToScore & Un. 5,5 Soccer

The selected player will score at least one goal 

and 5 or less goals will be scored in a match.

Head To Head Soccer

Predict the winner of the match. There are 2 

possible outcomes: 1 HH (the home team wins), 

2 HH (the away team wins).

To Lift the Trophy Soccer

Predict the team that will lift the trophy of a 

given tournament.

Chance Mix GG/NG or O/U Soccer

Predict the outcome of a match betting on two 

related bet types. If at least one selection is 

correct, the bet is winning. In case both 

selections are correct, the winnings won't be 

doubled.



GGor3+ Soccer

Both teams will score or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 3 or more.

NGor2- Soccer

at least one team won't score during the match, 

or the total number of goals will be 2 or less.

NGor3+ Soccer

at least one team won't score during the match, 

or the total number of goals will be 3 or more.

GGor2- Soccer

Both teams will score or the total number of 

goals in the match will be 2 or less.

Ball Possession O/U Home FT & ET Soccer

Predict if percentage of ball possession achieved 

by Home team during the match and extra time 

is over/under the specified value.

Daily Goals per league O/U Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored in all 

matches scheduled for the day under a specific 

league or tournament are over/under the 

specified value. If one of the matches is 

postponed, number of goals for that match will 

be settled as 2 (two); If two or more matches are 

postponed, bet related to that event will be void 

(odd will be 1).

Goals scored during extra time or penalty 

shootout will not count.

Shots on target O/U Home FT & ET Soccer

Predict if the total number of shots on target by 

Home team will be over/under the indicated 

value, including extra time.

Shots on target O/U Away FT & ET Soccer

Predict if the total number of shots on target by 

Away team will be over/under the indicated 

value, including extra time.

Daily Goals per league O/U HT Soccer

Predict whether the number of goals scored in 

1st half of all matches scheduled for the day 

under a specific league or tournament are 

over/under the specified value. 

Daily Corners per league Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number of corners awarded 

during all of the matches scheduled for the day 

under a specific league or tournament are 

over/under the specified value. 

Daily Yellow Cards per league  

Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number of yellow cards 

awarded during all of the matches scheduled for 

the day under a specific league or tournament 

are over/under the specified value. 

Daily Offsides per league Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number offsides committed 

during all of the matches scheduled for the day 

under a specific league or tournament are 

over/under the specified value. 



Daily Shots on Target per league  

Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number of shots on target 

made during all of the matches scheduled for the 

day under a specific league or tournament are 

over/under the specified value. 

Daily Fouls per league Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number fouls committed 

during all of the matches scheduled for the day 

under a specific league or tournament are 

over/under the specified value. 

Daily Penalties Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number of penalties 

awarded during all of the matches scheduled for 

the day under a specific league or tournament 

are over/under the specified value. 

Daily Own Goals Over/Under Soccer

Predict whether the number of own goals scored 

during all of the matches scheduled for the day 

under a specific league or tournament are 

over/under the specified value. 

Daily Red Cards O/U Soccer

Predict whether the number of red cards 

awarded during all of the matches scheduled for 

the day under a specific league or tournament 

are over/under the specified value. 

Daily No. of Substitutions O/U Soccer

Predict whether the number of players 

substituted during all of the matches scheduled 

for the day under a specific league or 

tournament are over/under the specified value. 

Fouls O/U Home FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the total number of fouls 

committed by Home team during the match and 

extra time is going to be over or under the 

indicated value.

Fouls O/U Away FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the total number of fouls 

committed by Away team during the match and 

extra time is going to be over or under the 

indicated value.

Offsides O/U Home FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the total number of Offsides for 

Home team will be Over or Under the indicated 

value, including extra time.

Offsides O/U Away FT & ET Soccer

Predict whether the total number of Offsides for 

Away team will be Over or Under the indicated 

value, including extra time.

To Finish Third Soccer

Predict the team to win third place in a particular 

tournament.



Substitute to score Soccer

Predict whether a player that started from the 

bench of either teams will score at any time 

during the match.

Special Mix Soccer

Predict the winning combination consisting of 2 

markets – first part of the combination (first 

market) is Final outcome of the match (either the 

win of the home team (1), a draw (X) or the win 

of the away team (2)), and second part of the 

combination (second market) are statistics - 

related markets ( Corners, Shots on target,Cards, 

Offsides, Fouls). The bet is considered winning 

only if the outcome of bets for both 

combinations (markets) is correctly guessed.

For settlement purposes, extra time will be 

counted exclusively for statistics-related markets. 

For the Final outcome of the match, extra time 

will not be taken into consideration.

1X2 FT & Corner O/U FT&ET Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the match excluding 

Extra time (either the win of the home team (1), 

a draw (X) or the win of the away team (2)) and 

whether the number of Corners awarded will be 

over/under the margine specified, including 

Extra time.

1X2 FT & Card O/U FT&ET Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the match excluding 

Extra time (either the win of the home team (1), 

a draw (X) or the win of the away team (2)) and 

whether the number of Cards shown will be 

over/under the margine specified, including 

Extra time.

1X2 FT & Shots on Target O/U FT&ET Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the match excluding 

Extra time (either the win of the home team (1), 

a draw (X) or the win of the away team (2)) and 

whether the number of Shots on target will be 

over/under the margine specified, including 

Extra time.

1X2 FT & Fouls O/U FT&ET Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the match excluding 

Extra time (either the win of the home team (1), 

a draw (X) or the win of the away team (2)) and 

whether the number of Fouls comitted will be 

over/under the margine specified, including 

Extra time.



1X2 FT & Offside  FT&ET Soccer

Predict the final outcome of the match excluding 

Extra time (either the win of the home team (1), 

a draw (X) or the win of the away team (2)) and 

whether the number of Offsides comitted will be 

over/under the margine specified, including 

Extra time.

1X2 Corner Soccer

Predict which team will be awarded more 

corners during the match. There are three 

possible outcomes: 1 (home team will be 

awarded more corners), 2 (away team will be 

awarded more corners), X (both teams will be 

awarded the same number of corners).


